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Why Digital Tire
Monitoring?
20%

of truck breakdowns
are caused by tire failure

90%

of tire related breakdowns
are preceded byan
undetected slow puncture

10%
ca. 3%

tire under-inlation leads to
increase in fuel consumption

1 in 4

of tires on truck leets are underinlated by

10%
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Cost Saving Potential of
Digital Tire Monitoring
To date, tire-pressure monitoring systems have not been a legal requirement for
commercial vehicles. Yet all major automotive manufacturers and suppliers are
currently working on their own solutions.
What is Digital Tire Monitoring?
Tire pressure monitoring that supersedes
manual, routine tire maintenance and
replaces it with automatic digital
monitoring for tires that employs targeted
tire checks. Various systems are available.
The solution from Continental uses a
sensor mounted onto the inner liner of
a tire that constantly measures the tire
pressure and the temperature inside the
tire. This data appears on a display on the
driver’s dashboard and/or on the fleet
manager’s monitor.
The market environment
Two types of monitoring
system are permitted:
direct systems, which use
sensors to measure tire
pressure, like the
solutions from Continental,
and indirect systems,
which use the existing
vehicle sensors to
measure tire pressure. With
the aid of ABS, the rotational
speeds of the tires can be
constantly compared with
one another.
What benefits does it bring for
fleet business?
An overview of the tire data for the entire
fleet. An alarm system that indicates at a
very early stage when values are not
correct. Flat tires and delivery failures can
be prevented. Safety is improved for the
driver. Fuel and energy costs (hybrid and
electric mobility) decrease as results of
tire pressure always being at the optimum
level. Insufficient pressure has a negative
effect not only on the casing due to greater
flexing, but also due to the resultant
increased rolling resistance.

Avoiding manual tire checks
It is no longer necessary to carry out a
manual tire-pressure check before departure.
Automatic monitoring takes some of the
strain off the driver. The system notifies
as soon as there is a loss of pressure or
overheating, enabling the driver to react
in a timely manner.

Optimal tire pressure
reduces rolling resistance
and tire wear, and it helps
to save fuel and
reduce emissions.

Defects due to incorrect tire pressure
Bald spots, worn treads, cuts (including
those caused by spinning), tears in the
tread and casing due to impact, tears in
the casing due to fatigue, failure of the
casing.

The effect of rolling resistance
Tire pressure being even just 10 percent
too low will increase rolling resistance,
intensify tire wear and inevitably lead to
higher fuel consumption. For a tractor/
semitrailer combination of around 30 metric
tons that covers 120,000 kilometers per
year, this means an additional cost of up
to € 650 (€ 1.30 per liter of diesel fuel).
Tire pressure being 20 percent too low
will entail additional costs of more than
€ 1,900. At the same time, saving fuel
means lower emissions.
Survey on the topic
Studies from Continental in
2016/2017 revealed that,
besides the desire for safe tires,
measures for significantly
improving mobility are
also important. Around
40 percent of respondents
named preventive service
and intelligent testing
and monitoring systems,
followed by a vehicle
fleet check including tire
management (33 percent).
Twenty-seven percent wanted
tire-pressure monitoring.
A look into the future
Soon, further tire data such as tire wear
and tread depth will be digitally
measurable and will be made available
to fleet managers. All in the interests of
unlimited mobility.
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What the Experts Say
Optimal tire pressure is the key to making full use of the tire properties. That is why
Dekra expert Christian Koch recommends making tire-pressure monitoring systems
a legal requirement for commercial vehicles as well.

Christian Koch, Dipl.-Ing. (FH),
head of Dekra’s specialist
accident analysis and vehicle
technology department and
expert in wheels and tires

How important are tire-pressure monitoring systems for trucks?
Christian Koch: From our perspective, tire-pressure monitoring
systems (TPMS) are very important because commercial
vehicles generally have a higher degree of utilization than cars.
In addition to structural durability, the tire pressure influences
rolling resistance, vehicle dynamics and comfort. The maximum
tire pressure therefore does not have to be the tire pressure
that is correct for optimum operation.

To date, tire-pressure monitoring systems have not been
a legal requirement for trucks. Should that happen in the
future in your view?
Christian Koch: In principle, yes. Correct tire pressure is the key
to making the best use of the tire properties. For commercial
vehicles, the challenge consists of achieving standardized
communication between the semitrailer tractor and the
semitrailer. Manufacturer-specific isolated applications are
certainly the wrong way to go in this respect.
Where do you see development potential in tire technology?
Christian Koch: From our perspective, the “pure” pressure
sensor in tires will take on additional functions in the medium
term and be connected to the vehicle. Besides the tire pressure
and temperature, these could include the load and the degree
of wear. To that end, further information such as tire
dimensions, operational code and the number of revolutions
could also be saved in the sensor. For this purpose, the sensor
is directly connected to the tire, thus making it an integral part
of the vehicle. Of course, service offices would be assigned new
tasks when changing tires, for example, as a result.

How often are tires the cause of accidents?
How can safety on the roads be further improved in
Christian Koch: Analysis of the approximately 12,000 accidents
relation to tires?
recorded by Dekra experts between 1996 and 2016 involving
Christian Koch: Even if the figures do not afford us a perfect
commercial vehicles of over
view of the accident
3.5 metric tons where a technical insstatistics due to
pection was carried out shows a tothe undetected
tal of 3,059 tire defects. In 115 cases,
cases and the lack
low pressure was found. However,
From our perspective, the “pure”
of clarity, it can still
this was relevant to the accident only
be seen that the
in five cases. But, as with all statistics,
pressure sensor in tires will take on
proportion of acthese figures should be considered
additional functions in the medium term
cidents caused by
in a differentiated way. For one thing,
technical defects
not every accident is reconstructed
and be connected to the vehicle.
has steadily decby accident analysis experts.
lined in Germany
Furthermore, not every vehicle involin recent years,
ved in an accident is inspected for
not least because
technical defects, either. We assume
periodic vehicle monithat there is a number of undetected catoring is working well. That applies to tires, too, in our view.
ses here, which is difficult to estimate.
Tires, including commercial vehicle tires, are a very safe product nowadays if they are maintained well and used properly.
Where tires are the cause of an accident, is this defined more
Ensuring this optimal operating condition, especially the ratio
precisely in the statistics?
of tire pressure to load, may help to make things even betChristian Koch: In the official statistics, where tires are the techter in this respect in the future. With the sensors described
nical cause of an accident, there is no further differentiation; for
above in tires, a check of this sort could be carried out very
example, according to low pressure or tires that are worn out
quickly, virtually as a vehicle drives by.
or outdated. A lot of tire damage does not necessarily lead to
serious accidents either, but to flat tires that are quickly rectified
by drivers themselves or by a breakdown service. Even if, in
You can find more on this topic in the current
these breakdowns, no personal injuries and only rarely serious
property damage are recorded, they can be a major annoyance “Road Safety Report” 2/2018 from Dekra at
www.dekra.de/de/verkehrssicherheitsreport/
for the freight companies and other road users.
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Interviews with
the Experts
With intelligent tire monitoring solutions such as ContiConnectTM, Continental is heading into
the digital future. Tire technology, sensors and electronics are interacting in the best possible
way to that end. Marketing manager Karim Fraiss explains how the sensors work and talks
about the differences between the systems from Continental and its competitors.

Karim Fraiss
Digital Solutions department
Continental

How do you assess the potential of ContiConnectTM?
Karim Fraiss: ContiConnectTM is a solution that enables the
customer to automate tire pressure monitoring. Continuous
monitoring of tire pressure is the basis for comprehensive
tire care that minimizes fuel consumption and extends the
service life of the tires. In addition, caring for and continuously
monitoring tires help to preserve the casing. That is because
it makes it possible to detect and repair damage such as
punctures at an early stage. Furthermore, optimal tire pressure
leads to fewer tire-related vehicle downtimes, creates added
value for the fleet and improves safety on our roads.

Is this sensor technology an
How do you assess
in-house solution for cars that has
the concept of a
been adapted to the needs
tire-based sensor?
Continental is the only tire manufacturer
of commercial vehicles?
Karim Fraiss:
that also has expertise in the areas of
Karim Fraiss: As one of the world’s
Tire-based sensors
leading suppliers of air pressure
allow the tire’s
sensor technology and electronics, which
sensors for cars, Continental can
inflation pressure and
enables us to create mutual synergies and
draw on extensive know-how
temperature to be
when it comes to developing
detected accurately.
gain even greater insights into the tires
sensors for digital solutions in the
Moreover, the senthrough the sensor technology.
area of commercial vehicles.
sors inside the tire
However, current and future
are protected from
sensor concepts have long been
damage and theft,
more than just an adaptation to
which is not the case
circumstances in the commercial vehicles sector.
with externally mounted sensors. Tire-based sensors
This is a separate high-tech product that is devealso enable information to be provided that canloped exclusively for commercial vehicles with a
not be gathered through other designs, such as
new concept.
rim or valve sensors.
Sensor technology is one of Continental’s core
competencies. What is the technology behind it?
Karim Fraiss: Continental is a trailblazer in the
development of tire-based air-pressure sensors and can already draw on several years
of successful market presence in this area
thanks to the tried-and-tested ContiPressureCheckTM tire pressure monitoring system.
The sensors continuously measure the
tire pressure and temperature. The data is
transmitted from the sensors to a receiving unit that evaluates it using complex
algorithms, enriches it and makes it
available to the driver or the fleet manager in the form of information.

What are the advantages over other
technologies?
Karim Fraiss: Due to the highly modular nature
of the product range, the solutions from Continental are specially designed to be easily integrated into customers’ existing infrastructure
and throughout the diverse range of application
scenarios. Continental’s strength is that it has expertise in the areas of tire technology as well as in
sensor technology and electronics. Continental is
the only tire manufacturer that also has expertise in
the areas of sensor technology and electronics, which
enables us to create reciprocal synergies and gain
even greater insight into the tires thanks to the sensor
technology.
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What the Users Say
Better safety for everybody
“Slow punctures, flat tires and axles running hot are now a thing of the past.
With ContiConnectTM, I simply feel better because I know that I have a
handle on the tires and that the tire pressures and temperatures are right.
For me, it’s very clear that the safety aspect is an essential part of a
modern vehicle fleet.”
Johannes Gemmeke, managing director, Gemmeke Logistik GmbH & Co. KG

More time for the core business
“Absolutely reliable and punctual delivery is imperative for our customers.
Breakdowns and failures can be prevented by means of constant monitoring of the tires and driving at optimal tire pressure. With ContiConnectTM, I
have an eye on all the tires across the entire fleet at all times and can concentrate fully on our core business.”
Roland Zerhusen, managing director, Zerhusen Kartonagen GmbH

You can read the full reports and watch videos from
these users or find further customer testimonials at:
www.continental-digital-solutions.com
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What the Users Say
No downtime due to tires
„The benefits of the ContiPressureCheck system are real-time control, realtime information, ideal wear of tires and fuel usage. The main benefit is higher mileage without unnecessary stopping. And, in the last 6 months there
was no downtime due to tires.“
Damjan Robar, Maintenance Manager, Eurotek Trebnje, d.o.o.

Increase safety, decrease costs and emissions
“We have 24 hours at most to deliver our goods to the various platforms. At
the end of 2017, 80% of our fleet was equipped with ContiPressureCheck
and ContiConnect and breakdown repairs quickly went down by half. We
hope to reduce this figure even further, once the entire fleet is equipped.“
Philippe Barbier, Technical Manager, Express Marée

Learn how to boost YOUR fleet’s efficiency
We at Continental are experts when it comes to tires. But not only that! Our Digital Tire Monitoring
Solutions are just as individual as your business and our team will find the right match for you.
Request your free quote today:
Martin Jensen
Distriktchef - Sjælland, Fyn + Øerne
Phone +45 29 68 74 43 | martin.jensen@conti.de

Ronny Jørgensen
Distriktchef Jylland
Phone +45 27 80 18 02 | ronny.jorgensen@conti.de
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Information in Film
Watch R&D Insights videos on Digital Solutions

What‘s so special about our sensors?
„Because quality is so important. all major components
of ContiPressureCheck™ and ContiConnect™ are produced
in Continental’s own factories” - interview with Akhil James,
Development Engineer at Continental R&D Centre, Hanover.

What we do with the data?
„Every day, we get large amounts of data from
ContiConnect™ - we analyze and evaluate them to
provide hands-on advice to our customers” - interview
with Baldo Sahlmueller, Data Analyst at Continental
R&D Centre, Hanover.

What does „Digital Solutions“ mean?
„Very close to the product, and to the customer. What a
great motivation.” - watch the interview with Christian
Caspary, Consultant eCommerce Web & Mobile Applications
at Continental.

Our people are the core to success
„Standing still is not my cup of tea” - watch the interview
with Jason Low, Fleet Solution Specialist at Continental.
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